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Simulation of plasma molding over a ring on a flat surface
Doosik Kim and Demetre J. Economoua)

Plasma Processing Laboratory, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Houston, Houston,
Texas 77204-4004

~Received 12 February 2003; accepted 26 June 2003!

A fluid/Monte Carlo simulation model was developed to study plasma molding over an
axisymmetric feature~a ring! resting on an otherwise planar surface in contact with a high-density
rf plasma. The two-dimensional~r,z! time-dependent sheath potential, and ion density and flux
profiles were predicted with a self-consistent fluid simulation. The trajectories of ions and energetic
neutrals~resulting mainly by ion neutralization on the cylindrical sidewalls of the ring! were then
followed with a Monte Carlo simulation, in an effort to obtain their energy and angular distributions
on the substrate surface. When the sheath thickness was comparable to the size of the ring, strong
radial electric fields deflected oncoming ions toward the sidewalls of the ring. The ion density was
lower in the cylindrical well formed by the ring, compared to outside, resulting in a locally thicker
sheath and a smaller spread in the double-peaked ion energy distributions at the bottom of the well.
The ion impact angle increased progressively as the sidewalls were approached. The angular
distribution of energetic~fast! neutrals at the bottom of the well was bimodal. The energy
distribution of fast neutrals at the bottom of the well was broader compared to the parent ion energy
distributions. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1602573#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A sheath forms over any wall in contact with plasm
The sheath over a homogeneous, flat, infinite surface is
nar ~one dimensional!. However, when the surface contain
geometrical features, the sheath tends to wrap around
contour of the features. This behavior is calledplasma
molding.1 Appropriate length scales governing plasma mo
ing are the sheath thickness,Lsh, and the size of the surfac
topography,D. WhenLsh@D, the sheath edge is essentia
planar as if the surface were flat~one-dimensional sheath!.
This situation is encountered in microelectronics fabricati
where the feature size is,1 mm while the sheath is hun
dredths of amm thick. At the other extreme (Lsh!D), the
sheath edge conforms to the surface topography, and
sheath islocally one dimensional. The extensive literature
one-dimensional sheaths2–6 may be applied to both extrem
cases. In the intermediate case (Lsh;D), the sheath edge
bends gently over the contour of the feature, becoming
nar far away from the feature. The ion flux, ion energy d
tribution ~IED!, and ion angular distribution~IAD ! along the
surface contour can be drastically different, depending on
shape of the sheath edge. Since surface reactions are
mally driven by ion bombardment, the flux, energy, and a
gular distributions of ions over the substrate surface are c
cally important. Plasma molding withLsh;D may be
encountered in microelectromechanical systems~MEMS!
processing,7 ion extraction through grids~ion beam sources,8

neutral beam sources,9 and plasma thrusters!10 and plasma
immersion ion implantation.11 Plasma molding over step
and trenches and the resulting distributions of ions and
neutrals has been studied, both by simulation and exp
ment, in several recent works.1,12–14

a!Electronic mail: economou@uh.edu
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In this article, a fluid/Monte Carlo~MC! simulation of
plasma molding over a Si ring~axisymmetric feature! on an
otherwise flat Si surface~Fig. 1! in contact with a high-
density rf argon plasma is reported. This geometry maybe
interest in MEMS fabrication or in plasma immersion io
implantation. The simulation predicts the flux, energy, a
angular distributions of ions, and fast neutrals along the s
face contour. The model and simulation procedures are
scribed in Sec. II. Simulation results are discussed in Sec.
Summary and conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
simulation model has been validated against experime
data for plasma molding over steps1,12 and trenches.13

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION PROCEDURES

A combined fluid/MC simulation was employed in ord
to predict the self-consistent two-dimensional~r,z! rf sheath
structure, and the flux, energy, and angular distributions
ions and energetic~fast! neutrals over the surface contou
The model and simulation procedures have been reporte
more detail elsewhere.1 Therefore, only a brief discussion i
presented here.

A. Fluid simulation

An electropositive high-density plasma with one type
positive ion and electrons was considered. The govern
equations are the mass and momentum continuity equat
for the ions, coupled with Poisson’s equation for the elec
potential. The Boltzmann relation was used for electro
neglecting electron inertia. It was assumed that the ion
tribution function is a drifting Maxwellian~i.e., a Maxwell-
ian distribution in the frame of reference moving with the io
fluid velocity!, and the electron distribution function is
Maxwellian. Isothermal equations of state were used for b
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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electrons and ions. The background neutral gas pressure
temperature~hence, density! were taken to be uniform
throughout the computational domain.

The ion mass and momentum continuity equations
the axisymmetric~r,z! system are
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whereni , mi , u, andn are the ion density, ion mass, radi
and axial components of ion fluid velocity, respectively.F is
the electric potential,e is the elementary charge, andnm is
the total collision frequency for momentum exchange of io
~elastic scattering and charge exchange collisions! with the
background gas. The ion pressure force was ignored bec
the ion temperature is much lower than the electron temp
ture ~cold ion approximation!. However, ion thermal effects
were accounted for in the MC simulations.

Equation~1! can be rewritten in terms ofj i5rni instead
of ni ,
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Corresponding expressions derived from Eqs.~2! and~3! are
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the axisymmetric surface feature considered in
study. A Si ring~500 mm high and 500mm wide! was located on top of an
otherwise planar Si substrate. The cylindrical well, enclosed by the ring,
500mm in diameter. The center of the well mouth was taken as the origi
the cylindrical~r,z! coordinate system. The simulation domain is also show
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Equations~4!–~6! are in a divergence-free form and a
easier to implement computationally.

Poisson’s equation with the Boltzmann relation for ele
trons reads

¹2F52
e

«o
S ni2no expS F2Fo

Te
D D , ~7!

where«o is the permittivity of free space,Te is the electron
temperature~in V!, andFo andno are the electric potentia
and ion density, respectively, at the top boundary~see Fig. 2!.

The numerical domain and boundary conditions used
this study are shown in Fig. 2. The simulation domain
bound in the radial direction by the centerline and the ou
boundary. An otherwise planar silicon~Si! substrate with a
ring ~500 mm high and 500mm wide! is located at the bot-
tom of the domain. The inner radius of the ring is 250mm.
Thus, the Si ring forms a boundary that separates a cylin
cal well ~500 mm in inner diameter and 500mm in depth!
from an open area. The electric potential was specified at
top boundary (Fo) and on the Si substrate (Fw). The sub-
strate was assumed a perfect conductor~equipotential sur-
face!. The electric potential was assumed symmetric at
centerline, while the electric field points only vertically o
the right-hand side boundary away from the feature~one-
dimensional sheath!. At the top boundary, the ion densit
(no) and electron temperature were also specified; the
flux was linearly extrapolated based on the values at the
immediate interior nodes.1 The location of the top boundar
was far enough from the sheath edge so that the quasi
trality condition (n05ne) was applied at that boundary. Th
rf plasma sheath evolved self-consistently in accordance w
the specified plasma parameters (no , Te , andFo2Fw).

is

s
f
.

FIG. 2. Simulation domain and boundary conditions. The domain w
bounded radially by the centerline and an outer boundary. The plasma
sity no and the electric potentialFo were specified at the top boundary. Th
conducting Si wall is an equipotential surface at ground potential (Fw

50).
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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The divergence-free Eqs.~4!–~6! were discretized in
space using a finite difference flux-corrected transport~FCT!
scheme. A weighted average of low- and high-order flu
was used for the convective terms in Eqs.~4!–~6!. The high-
order flux was weighted to the maximum extent that allow
no numerical instability to be introduced. In this manner,
FCT solutions were stable and also more accurate comp
to low-order solutions. The multidimensional FCT schem
developed by Zalesak was used in this study.15 Rusanov’s
method, an improvement of Rax’s method, was used for
culating the low-order fluxes. The Rusanov scheme in
duces artificial viscosity at each nodal point and weights
importance of the neighboring mesh points, making it su
able for multidimensional simulations.16 Second-order cen
tral difference was used for high-order fluxes. Equations~4!–
~6! were integrated in time using the Adams–Bashfo
second-order method. The time step was chosen so tha
Courant–Friderichs–Levy condition was satisfied. After ea
time step, the electric potential was updated by solving P
son’s Eq.~7! by a Newton–Raphson method combined w
a conjugate gradient scheme. The simulation evolved un
~periodic! steady state was reached.

B. Monte Carlo simulation

The fluid model just described can predict the se
consistent profiles of ion density and flux. Theaverageen-
ergy and angle of ions impinging on the substrate can als
obtained. However, since ions can suffer collisions with
background gas, the fluid model cannot predict the ene
and angulardistributions. MC simulation was used for this
purpose. The MC simulation was also used to follow f
neutrals produced by charge exchange collisions or ion n
tralization on the sidewall, in an effort to predict the fa
neutral energy and angular distributions as well.

In the MC simulation, ion trajectories were tracked
integrating the equations of motion

]n r

]t
5

e

mi
Er~r ,z,t !,

]nz

]t
5

e

mi
Ez~r ,z,t !, ~8!

]nu

]t
50,

whereEr and Ez are the radial and axial electric field, re
spectively, determined by the fluid simulation;n r , nz , and
nu are the components of the ion particle~not fluid! velocity.
The corresponding equations were used for neutrals ex
that the right-hand side was always identically zero, sin
neutrals are not affected by the electric field. The spatia
nonuniform electric field can be time-varying if the shea
potential oscillates. Ions were launched with the appropr
energy and angular distributions.1 The launching position
was a horizontal plane in the presheath region, away fr
the ~curved! sheath edge. Since the ion flux was unifor
along the launching plane, the number of ions launch
Downloaded 09 Sep 2003 to 129.7.158.16. Redistribution subject to AI
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scaled linearly with radial position. Ions were evenly distri
uted in the rf phase~0 to 2p! for the case of time-varying
sheath potential.

During their transit through the sheath, ions can suf
elastic scattering or charge-exchange collisions with ba
ground gas. Elastic scattering was treated as a hard sp
collision. For charge-exchange collisions, the fast ion a
slow neutral switched identities to become fast neutral a
slow ion, respectively, keeping their precollision veloci
vector~resonant process!. Both the fast neutral and slow ion
were followed after the collision. However, energetic~fast!
neutrals were created mainly by ion neutralization on
sidewall. Upon collision, ions were assumed to neutral
with 100% probability and to reflect specularly as fast ne
trals. A binary collision model with two half scatterings1,17

was employed to calculate the ion energy loss upon sur
impact.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The parameters varied in the simulation were the
densityno and the potentialFo at the top boundary. Othe
parameters were set at the base values shown in Table I.
simulation cases are presented in this article. In the first c
the ion density was 131017 m23 and the space potential wa
25 V. A rf potential (80145 sinvrft V, v rf/2p
513.56 MHz) and an ion density of 531017 m23 were used
for the second simulation case. These simulation parame
and the resulting sheath thickness are summarized in T
II.

Figure 3 shows the ion density profile near the substr
surface for case~i! of Table I (no5131017 m23 and Fo

525 V). The ion density near the wall is lower by an ord
of magnitude compared to the value at the top boundary.
density profile varies only in the axial~vertical! direction far
away from the ring, reminiscent of a one-dimensional she

TABLE I. Base parameter values used for simulations

Electron temperature,Te 3 eV
Ion temperature,Ti

a 0.1 eV
Transverse ion temperature,Ttr

a 0.1 eV
Gas temperature 0.05 eV
Gas pressure 10 mTorr
Si wall potential,Fw 0 V ~grounded!

aUsed for MC simulations only. Ions were assumed cold (Ti5Ttr50) in the
fluid simulation.

TABLE II. Summary of selected simulation cases. The ion density a
potential were specified at the top boundary~Fig. 2!. The sheath edge wa
defined as the position where the relative net charge density, (ni2ne)/ni ,
was equal to 0.01, with the densities determined by the fluid simulation

Simulation
case

Ion density
no (1017 m23)

Potential
Fo ~V!

Sheath thicknessa

~mm!

~i! 1.0 25 312
~ii ! 5.0 80145 sinvrft 223

aThe sheath thickness was calculated 1500mm away from the center, where
the sheath was one dimensional. The sheath thickness of case~ii ! was the
time-average value.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Close to the ring, however, the density profile becomes
dimensional. While the plasma is in contact with an infin
flat surface away from the ring, there exists extra surf
area available for ion recombination on the ring. Thus,
ion density is depleted faster near the ring. Ion depletion
even more pronounced inside the cylindrical well (0,r
,250mm), where the surface to volume ratio is even larg

Electric potential and electric field vector profiles a
shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively, for no51
31017 m23 andFo525 V @case~i! of Table II#. The plasma
sheath wraps around the surface topography. The shea
almost one dimensional~planar! in the open area to the righ
of the ring, but it is distorted as the ring is approached. T
potential is more conformal to the surface topography o
the outer sidewall compared to the inner sidewall. This is d
to enhanced ion depletion inside the cylindrical well (0,r
,250mm), resulting in smaller ion density~Fig. 3!, thus
larger Debye length and thicker sheath. In addition to
electric-field vector, the sheath edge is also plotted in F
4~b!. Two definitions of the sheath edge were used:~a! The
location where the ion fluidspeed, A(u21n2), is equal to the
Bohm speed, and~b! the location where the relative ne
charge density,r[(ni2ne)/ni50.01. According to the
Bohm criterion for one-dimensional sheaths, the ion flu
speed reaches the Bohm speed, and charge neutrality
holds at the sheath edge, i.e.,ni5ne or r50. Thus, the
sheath edge definition based onr50.01 yields a thinner
sheath. Regardless of the definition used for the sheath e
the electric field is very weak outside the sheath and picks
in strength as one enters the sheath@Fig. 4~b!#. The field
becomes progressively stronger as the wall is approac
The electric field is mainly vertical away from the ring and
the middle section on top of the ring, but diverges along a
near the sidewalls. The field is strongest on the upper cor
of the ring and weakest at the inner and outer foot of
ring. The electric field is weaker along the inner sidew
compared to the outer sidewall since the ion density is lo
inside the cylindrical well.

FIG. 3. Ion density profile near the Si wall forno51017 m23 and Fo

525 V @case~i! of Table II#.
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The diverging electric field and varying sheath thickne
over the surface topography of Fig. 4, imply that ions w
experience quite different trajectories depending on their
dial position. For case~ii ! of Table II (no5531017 m23 and
Fo580145 sinvrft V, v rf/2p513.56 MHz), a collection of
ion streamlines is shown in Fig. 5. Streamlines are separ
by 50 mm from each other at an axial distancez5700mm.
Streamlines are mainly vertical away from the ring and
top of the ring ~nearly one-dimensional sheath!. However,
ions entering the sheath near the sidewalls of the ring
deflected toward the sidewalls. The diverging ion flow resu
in an uneven distribution of ion flux over the surface topo
raphy. Figure 6 shows the time-average ion flux along
contour length. The contour length was measured along
surface, starting from the center of the bottom of the w
~point A! as denoted in Fig. 6~top! by arrow s. Figure 6
~bottom! shows only the normal component of the flu
namely,nin for horizontal surfaces~AB, CD, and EF! and
niu for vertical surfaces~BC and DE!. Thus, the flux profile
is discontinuous at corners~points B, C, D, and E!. If the ion
flow were mainly vertical, the flux would be nearly uniform

FIG. 4. Electric potential contour~a! and electric-field vector~b! plots over
the ring for the condition of Fig. 3. The sheath edge is also shown in~b!
using two different definitions. The upper sheath edge was defined as
locus of points at which the ion fluid speed was equal to the Bohm sp
The lower sheath edge was defined as the locus of points where the re
net charge, (ni2ne)/ni was equal to 0.01, with the densities determined
the fluid simulation.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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on horizontal surfaces, and almost zero on the sidew
This case may be applicable to microelectronics process
where the sheath thickness~hundredths of amm! is much
larger than the feature size~,1 mm! and the plasma–sheat
interface is essentially planar. However, when plasma m
ing is significant, as shown in Fig. 6, the ion flux on th
sidewalls becomes considerable, due to the diverging
flow. As one approaches the ring from the open area~from F
to E!, the flux decreases monotonically from the undisturb
value ~far away to the right-hand side!. This situation re-

FIG. 5. Ion streamlines for case~ii ! of Table II (no5531017 m23 andFo

580145 sinvrft V) at t50. The sheath edge, defined byr50.01, is also
shown. The five dots on the horizontal surface~at radial locations 100, 200
800, 900, and 1050mm! represent points where MC kinetic data were c
lected to calculate energy and angular distributions of ions.

FIG. 6. Time-average ion flux~calculated by the fluid simulation! as a
function of contour length,s, along the Si surface, under the conditions
Fig. 5. The contour length was measured starting from point A~center of the
well bottom! along the surface, as shown by the thick arrow of the
figure. The flux normal to the surface is depicted;nin for horizontal surfaces
~AB, CD, and EF! andniu for sidewalls~BC and DE!, whereni is the ion
density, andu andn are the horizontal and vertical components of the i
fluid velocity, respectively. The flux is discontinuous at corner points~points
B, C, D, and E!.
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sembles the flux distribution near a step.1 The flux at the foot
~point E! of the outer sidewall is only;25% of the undis-
turbed value. The flux peaks near the upper corner~to the left
of point D!. There is another peak on sidewall DE. The ma
mum flux on the sidewall is not at the exact location of t
corner~point D!, although the electric-field strength is indee
maximum at that point. This is due to ion inertia. Ions a
relatively massive and the ion streamlines do not necess
follow the local electric field~nonlocal behavior!. Further-
more, most of the ions entering the sheath over the cylin
cal well (0,r ,250mm) are deflected toward the inne
sidewall BC. The flux distribution along BC is similar to tha
along DE, except that the former flux is lower, due to low
ion densities in the well~see Fig. 3!. The ion flux at the
bottom of the well is very low~;6% of the undisturbed
value!, but it is quite uniform. The flux distribution in the
well region resembles that found inside a rectangu
trench.13

The corresponding ion energy and angular distributio
are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. These distributi
were calculated by MC simulation, using the spatiotempo
electric-field profile found by the fluid simulation. Distribu
tions were recorded at five locations~radial distance of 100,
200, 800, 900, and 1050mm!, as shown by the dots along th
r axis in Fig. 5. The IEDs are double peaked, but the ene
spread depends on location. The energy spread is determ
by rf time (1/v rf) of the sheath potential and the transit tim
of ions through the sheath (t ion).

2–6 Whenv rft ion@1.0, ions

FIG. 7. IEDs, calculated by the MC simulation, at the five locations on
horizontal surface shown by dots in Fig. 5. Conditions were the same a
Fig. 5.~a! IEDs at radial positions of 100mm and 200mm ~b! IEDs at radial
positions of 800mm, 900mm, and 1050mm.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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spend enough time in the sheath to sample the time-ave
rf potential, resulting in single-peaked energy distributio
On the other hand, when thev rft ion!1.0, ions sample the
instantaneous sheath potential resulting in double-pea
IEDs ~assuming no collisions in the sheath! with an energy
spread equal to the peak-to-peak value of the sheath po
tial. For intermediate values ofv rft ion , the energy spread
decreases asv rft ion increases. For a givenv rf , thicker
sheaths result in a largert ion and a smaller energy sprea
This is reflected in the plots shown in Fig. 7. As the ou
sidewall of the ring is approached from the open area@Fig.
7~b!#, the energy spread decreases because the local s
thickness increases~see also Fig. 5!. The IEDs at the bottom
of the cylindrical well are even narrower@Fig. 7~a!#, since
the local sheath over the well is even thicker. The IADs
also quite different on either side of the cylindrical wall
the ring. As one approaches the outer sidewall@Fig. 8~b!#, the
angle~with respect to thez axis! of impinging ions increases
due to the diverging electric field. The average ion imp
angle is;35° at radial position 800mm ~50 mm away from
the outer sidewall!. The IAD also shifts to larger angles a
the inner sidewall is approached from the center@Fig. 8~a!#.
The smaller impact angles@compared to Fig. 8~b!# are in-
dicative of the relatively weaker deflection of the ion flo
inside the well. For example, the ion impact angle is;20° at

FIG. 8. IADs, calculated by the MC simulation, at the five locations on
horizontal surface shown by dots in Fig. 5. Conditions were the same a
Fig. 5.~a! IADs at radial positions of 100mm and 200mm ~b! IADs at radial
positions of 800mm, 900mm, and 1050mm. The impact angle~with respect
to the surface normal! was defined as tan21(A(n r

21nu
2)/nz

2), wheren r , nz ,
andnu are the components of the ion particle~not fluid! velocity.
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radial position 200mm ~50 mm away from the inner side
wall!.

The distribution of ion flux along the substrate surface
of great importance for the application of low-temperatu
plasmas. For example, the etch rate is often proportiona
the ion flux for ion-induced etching. The ion flux~Fig. 6!,
energy~Fig. 7!, and angular~Fig. 8! distributions can be used
to deduce the etch rate distribution along the substrate.
instance, a considerable flux on the sidewalls may cause
wanted erosion, while a smaller flux at the bottom of t
cylindrical well may result in slower etching, compared
open areas.

In addition to ions, energetic~fast! neutrals must also be
considered since they can also promote surface reaction
this work, the majority of fast neutrals were produced by i
neutralization on the sidewalls. Because the background
pressure is relatively low~10 mTorr!, charge-exchange col
lisions in the gas phase yield only a very small fraction~a
few %! of the total fast neutral population. As shown in Fi
6, the ion flux on the sidewalls is significant. Unless they
trapped in the surface, ions will be reflected as fast neut
and impinge on nearby surfaces. The ion neutralization p
cess on the~inside! sidewall of the cylindrical well is shown
schematically in Fig. 9. The flux, energy, and angular dis
butions of fast neutrals depend on the trajectory of the pa
ions. It should be noted that any fast neutrals produced
ions striking the horizontal surfaces~AB and EF of Fig. 6!
were not considered, since these ions are likely to be trap
and lose most of their kinetic energy to the surface. Al
reflection of fast neutrals was not considered.

Figure 10 shows the~time-average! angular and energy
distributions of fast neutrals on the bottom of the well,
radial position 200mm, for case~ii ! of Table II (no55

in

FIG. 9. Schematic of ion neutralization on the sidewall of the central w
Ions neutralize upon impact and reflect secularly as fast neutrals~incidence
angle w i5reflection anglew r). Also, ions lose a fraction of their kinetic
energy upon impact. The energy lost, which depends onp/22w i , was
determined by a binary collision model. Reflected neutrals strike the bot
with an anglep/22w r off normal.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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31017 m23 andFo580145 sinvrft V). The angular distri-
bution has two distinguishable features, one centered
;46° and the other centered around 28° off the surface
mal @Fig. 10~a!#. The feature at larger angles seems to ori
nate from ions impinging on the upper part of the~inner!
sidewall ~left-hand side trajectory in Fig. 9!. These ions are
deflected by the strong radial electric field present around
upper corner, and strike the sidewall at rather small ang
w1 ~with respect to the local surface normal, see Fig. 9!. It
should be noted that, because of their small impact an
~closer to the surface normal!, these ions lose a considerab
fraction of their kinetic energy and contribute to the low
energy peak of the fast neutral energy distribution@Fig.
10~b!#. The other feature~at smaller angles! of the fast neu-
tral angular distribution seems to originate from ions striki
the lower part of the sidewall~right-hand side trajectory o
Fig. 9!. These ions did not fly near the corner and as a re
are not deflected as much. The impact anglew2 is relatively
large, and the resulting fast neutrals should retain a la
fraction of the parent ion kinetic energy. The energy dis
bution of these neutrals reflects the double-peaked distr
tion of the parent ions@see feature between;20–56 eV in
Fig. 10~b!#. The fast neutral flux must be much higher th
the ion flux at the bottom of the cylindrical well~AB of Fig.
6!. This can be understood from the fact that the ion flux
the bottom is only;6% of the open area value~Fig. 6!.
Thus, the vast majority of ions entering through the mouth

FIG. 10. Angular~a! and energy~b! distributions, calculated by the Mont
Carlo simulation, of fast neutrals on the bottom of the well, 200mm away
from the centerline. Simulation conditions were the same as for Fig. 5no

5531017 m23 and Fo580145 sinvrft V; case~ii ! of Table II!. The im-
pact angle is with respect to the surface normal.
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the cylindrical well strike the sidewall, only to be reflected
fast neutrals on the bottom of the well. The fast neutral fl
is also quite high near the outer sidewall of horizontal s
face EF~compare to the step case of Ref. 1!. The fast neutral
angular distributions were single peaked near the outer
of the ring~not shown! because surface EF is facing an op
area. However, because most ions strike the outer sidewa
small angles~with respect to the normal on the sidewal!,
ions deposit most of their energy on the wall and the
flected neutrals do not have appreciable kinetic energy.

It should be noted that the results presented in this w
depend critically on the thickness of the sheath compare
the size of the surface feature. For thicker sheaths~smaller
ion density and larger sheath potential!, ions are more direc-
tional ~along the vertical!, the ion flux along the bottom sur
faces is higher, any deflected ions strike the sidewalls
more grazing angles, and the energy of the resulting neu
is larger. In fact, a sheath much thicker than the feature
may be necessary to achieve anisotropic etching without
nificant sidewall erosion.

It should also be noted that, under the present conditio
the ion momentum exchange frequencynm is much smaller
than the ion–plasma frequency. Thus, the drag term in
ion momentum equations@last term in Eqs.~5! and~6!# does
not make a significant contribution to the ion transport.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A combined fluid/MC simulation model was develope
to study plasma molding over an axisymmetric surface f
ture; a Si ring on an otherwise flat Si surface. The flu
simulation predicted the two-dimensional~r,z! spatiotempo-
ral profiles of the electric field, ion density, and ion flux ov
the feature. Using the electric-field profiles from the flu
simulation, trajectories of ions and energetic neutr
~formed by ion neutralization on the sidewalls or by charg
exchange collisions in the gas phase! were followed by a MC
method to obtain the energy and angular distributions of
ergetic particles striking the substrate surface.

For a feature size comparable to the sheath thickness
plasma–sheath interface was distorted according to the
face topography. Strong radial electric fields near the fea
diverted oncoming ions away from the vertical. Deflect
ions impinging on the sidewalls were assumed to reflec
energetic neutrals. Because of ion deflection, the ion fl
decreased monotonically along the horizontal surface as
approached the outer sidewall from the open space. The
flux was very low~;6% of the undisturbed value away from
the ring! on the bottom of the cylindrical well formed by th
ring. The ion density near the wall was lower by an order
magnitude compared to the ‘‘free stream’’ value. Ion dep
tion was more pronounced inside the cylindrical well whe
the surface-to-volume ratio was larger. The lower ion dens
resulted in a locally thicker sheath and smaller spread of
double-peaked IED at the bottom of the cylindrical we
compared to the IED on the horizontal surface outside
ring. The flux of fast neutrals~produced mainly by ion neu
tralization on the sidewalls! was larger than the ion flux a
the bottom of the cylindrical well. The ion impact angle o
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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the horizontal surfaces was progressively larger as the s
wall was approached from either side~inside or outside the
cylindrical well!. The fast neutral angular distribution at th
bottom of the cylindrical well had two major features. Th
corresponding fast neutral energy distribution had a m
feature at low energies and a broad feature at large ener
the latter reflecting the double-peaked energy distribution
the parent ions.
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